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MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD
“Deer” Key Deer friends! From our and the deer’s hearts,
we all greatly appreciate your donations, and equally so
your expressed love and support for these endangered
animals.
The past 12 months have dealt our beloved Odocoileus
virginianus clavium several back-to-back disasters that
have challenged, to say the least, their ever-so-feeble
foothold on Earth. First, in mid-2016 came the screwworm
epidemic. Unfortunately, it took 2 months for the
managing agencies to fully respond to “unusual wounds” on
Key Deer buck’s heads, and many deer died a very
agonizing death (we were personally present to several).
The total number of Key deer that succumbed to the
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Tender Moment

undoubtedly human-caused Keys screwworm
outbreak will never be known. The “official”
death toll number released to the media was
135, curiously failing to state that that number
represents ONLY documented euthanized deer
and carcasses picked up by the fed/state
officers. Obviously, numbers of additional deer
must have died on their own in the woods and
were not found/reported, making the actual
death count much higher. This simple omission
was apparently not noticed/thought of by the
local press….
Whatever Key deer made it through the
screwworm nightmare had a fairly happy
summer. Many babies got born. Then came Irma
- once again endangering the Key Deer
population on a grand scale. So, the ever
present question: How many Key Deer are
left on Earth? now has to be asked again – and
we tackle it objectively and scientifically in
this issue.
Also in this issue we are featuring for you a
story of a big buck – “Broken Arrow” that we
have followed through the last few years who,
through luck and brawn, is one of the toughest
Key Deer we know. We are also featuring a
“SURVIVOR fawn NAMING CONTEST”- the only
one of 6 pre-Irma fawns that can be located
along the west half of Big Pine Key’s Long
Beach Rd. –one of the hardest decimated areas
of the Key Deer habitat. Entire trailers and
parts of houses got washed from the Atlantic
side to the Coupon Bight side over Long Beach,
so it’s not hard to imagine what very slim
chances a 5 or 8 pound deer fawn body had…
and, unbelievably, this little buck made it!
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Immediately, and actually even during
Hurricane Irma’s hit on the Keys, the Save Our
Key Deer website began to get a steady
stream of (verified) views. They came from all
corners of the USA, of course, but also from
Australia, Canada, Germany, United Kingdom,
New Zealand, Isle of Man, France, Norway,
Mexico, Switzerland, Poland, Panama,
Dominican Republic, Netherlands, Hong Kong,
Ireland and a few others. Actual donations
came from USA, Canada, Australia and the
Great Britain. Thank you All again for your
concern about our deer and we will strive to
be your local voice and action! I hope you’ll
enjoy our first newsletter, Dr. Jan Svejkovsky.
(Photos ©Valerie Preziosi.)
POST-IRMA DEER DISTRIBUTION
OBSERVATIONS:
As soon as the Hurricane hit, several SOKD
board members were urging the Federal and
State agencies to take actions to make
drinkable water available to the deer and
other wildlife and inform residents that have
not evacuated to try to do the same. We also

Young doe searching for forage post - Irma
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contacted university scientists who study the
deer and we regularly deal with to let them
know the dire fresh water situation, and urged

Board Members even kayaked water to Big Munson!
them to advise the federal and state agencies
to respond. Using your funds frugally, SOKD
members started to put out buckets of fresh
water for all animals to use in BPK and NNK
(we bought-out 5 gallon buckets at the local
hardware stores!) Very alarming videos were
surfacing on web sites with near-dying deer
sucking up entire bottles of water from relief
workers and others (Thank you!!!)). USFWS
ultimately joined the efforts by putting out
several plastic pools with water, but it took a
week from when SOKD requested this action
(that’s a long time to go without water, even
for a deer!). SOKD members and other
residents continued to refill buckets and
several plastic pools that were not put out by
the USFWS, and also made trips to and placed
water buckets on the remote Big Munson and
Little Palm Islands.
Immediately after Irma’s passage, SOKD also
initiated a “Post-Irma Deer Distribution
Survey” (PIDDS). The purpose of this project
was to determine as quickly as possible the
spatial distribution of Key Deer that survived
Irma, by having residents report deer sightings
SaveOurKeyDeer.org
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and the deer’s physical condition. Just
because a deer survived the actual wind and
water onslaught does not mean he/she will
survive in the long term: the salt water surge
made most inland drinking water sources
unusable, and much forage has been lost.
Hence, this project was NOT a population
survey – it was meant as the fastest way to
determine where, spatially, the surviving deer
were located and how were they progressing
physically. The information was relayed to
SOKD through a fill-out form available on the
website or by just sending an e-mail. The
maps covered observations from the weeks of
September 11th, 18th and 25th, and are
available on the SOKD website.
The initial deer sighting reports (made by
residents that stayed in the Keys through the
storm) provided reassurance that at least some
deer did indeed survive, and are distributed
through at least Big Pine and No Name Keys.
They included bucks, does … and a number of
fawns! A later, single report of a 2 deer
sighting on Little Torch Key expanded the
surviving spatial distribution. There were some
reports of injuries (e.g. “doe with extremely
fractured front leg”,”fractured jaw”,
“paralyzed fawn”, “dehydrated…” ), but most
reports were of relatively stable deer. By the
second week, however, multiple reports came
in of deceased deer, and we know of one
resident who witnessed 3 dead deer in a pond
near her house. Also reported were the
occasional “thin” deer, but the PIDDS results
indicate that in most areas drinkable water,
not food, was the most critical factor for the
deer.
The outer islands took a direct, formidable hit,
and our own direct surveys indicate those
areas likely suffered the highest Key deer
mortalities, possibly in the 60% range,
although some did miraculously survive even
on parts of Long Beach Rd. that got totally
swept over by the water surge, and on Big
Munson Island whose inland flat areas became
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relatively protected from the surge by a newly
formed sand dune “barrier”. However, as per
a SOKD member survey on 9/29/2017,
salinities in inland ponds on Big Munson were
well above the 10-15ppt maximum palatable
to the deer. Unlike areas transected by US1,
the outer islands received practically no
rainfall for several weeks following the storm.
As was mentioned above, SOKD members left
water buckets on Big Munson and Little Palm
Islands, and continue to maintain water
supplies there and along Long Beach Rd.
In the past couple of weeks, we have been
asking residents to estimate the percentage of
deer they are seeing around their property
now vs. numbers they usually observed preIrma. The responses range from 0% to 100%
loss (i.e. no deer seen after Irma), but by far
the most responses are in the 40-50% range –
i.e. only half of the pre-Irma deer are being
observed. One potential explanation for this is
that some of the deer were either displaced
during the storm to other areas or changed
their locations after the storm. Indeed, a
significant number of the polled members
noted 0-3 “new” deer in their local population
– deer that they do not recognize as being one
of their local pre-Irma deer. However, since
those newbies are included in the 40-50% less
number of deer seen, that means a good 50 –
60% known to residents pre-Irma are still
unaccounted for. While we are not trying to
imply that based on the residents’ comments
half of the Key deer succumbed to Irma, the
local observations differ curiously with results
of the latest post-Irma official road surveys
overseen by Texas A & M scientists who
estimate around a 20% loss. For this reason,
we objectively review the question of Key deer
population estimate methodologies and results
later in this issue.
“BROKEN ARROW” – the (next) Big Kahuna
Survival Story
“Broken Arrow” (BA) is a very big and thus
likely old Key Deer buck. For his own safety,
SaveOurKeyDeer.org
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we will not let you know where he lives. He
got his name because last year he showed-up,
early in the rutting season, with a broken tip
on one of his antlers. Based on several
physiological factors (as well as neighbor
accounts) BA is at least 6 years old and
possibly 8. For a Key deer buck THAT’S OLD!!
The truth is that while more Key deer males
get born than females, the male mortality
escalates dramatically in their first 3-4 years,
as they get hit by cars during the rutting
season, and get deadly infections in scars
from rutting fights. (Sadly , due to the
automobile-collision factor, Key deer of both
sexes likely live the shortest lives of any deer
in the Americas.) Already a formidable, “old”
buck, BA managed not to get scarred enough
and to not acquire screwworm while
challenging the likes of “Toro” – another big

neighborhood buck who did become infected
after the attached photo was taken, and
ultimately died (please see https://
saveourkeydeer.org/toros-story/ ). We will
never forget Toro, the gentle, Key deer
Kahuna.
BA is different. Unapologetic, to-himself,
aggressive, fairly smart, and LUCKY! After the
screwworm fiasco, he developed a very major
infection that caused his front right hoof to
nearly come off. At one point his right lower
leg was the size of a wine bottle. Treated with
4
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But since then, we have a
problem: Ladies and
Gentlemen, we should
probably rename BA to “Mike
Tyson”!! As you can see from
his recent photo, he is
scarred-up to the hilt,
screwed up his front hoof
again AND has completely
broken his left antler!!!! OK,
so maybe the antler got stuck
in debris that

antibiotics through an at-that-timecooperative veterinarian, BA got much of his
foot back while hanging around the ‘hood. He
also managed to keep his seasonally-shed
antlers by far the longest of any other buck
around. And he used them too, goring anyone
around he didn’t like! Thanks to his antlers,
for weeks, his regional authority seemed
endless. Then, one day, in a furry of “fighting”
with branches and palm leaves, BA finally
dropped his 2016 antlers. He was still sighted
in the area the next morning, and after that…
he left (@ late April 2017). He knew his
advantage had gone…
Fast-forward to post-Hurricane Irma: As most
of you, we were not allowed back for over a
week but when we finally did manage to get
home, (and are lucky to have much of our
natural grass on our property used by the deer
having stayed (or survived) above flood), we
had a number of four legged visitors…..and
one of them was….BA!!!! His foot had healed,
although somewhat deformed but fully
functional, his now well-matured 2017 antlers,
the same number of points as last year, (so
much for the point-added-per-year theory). He
looked good!
SaveOurKeyDeer.org

everyone is trying to clear
around here post-Irma… but
all the fight scars… and the
shiner by his right eye??? So
far, when he shows up, the
(deer) girls head for the hills
(not that there are any!!),
and any other bucks run away uninterested in
a duel. What a difference from Toro! We’ll
keep you updated if BA - the new Big Bully
Kahuna - still manages to gain the ladies’
interest with one antler gone…
SURVIVOR FAWN – GIVE HIM A NAME! – Long
Beach Rd. fronts the Atlantic side of Big Pine
Key as a peninsula that then extends further
west through several islands, culminating with
the exclusive Little Palm Island Resort. This
“front-line” facing the open Atlantic suffered
some of the greatest damage from Irma in the
Keys, with literally only a handful of houses
being habitable after the storm. As we note
above, entire trailers got washed from the
Atlantic side into Coupon Bight, parts of the
road itself got lifted and thrown away, and
entire trees got pushed into the living rooms
of very well built houses.
Among all this, the Long Beach Rd. Key deer
herd somehow tried to hold out through the
storm. With no digital storm track cell-phone
updates available to them, we will never know
if they followed their unique “6th sense” or
just hunkered down wherever on Saturday
night, as the winds kept getting stronger…but
5
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Survivor Baby on 7/25/17
without knowing about the 5-8+ foot tidal
surge that was yet to come. For many, life
was likely over quickly as the surge ran over
the peninsula, broke their bodies against
uprooted trees and swept what was left into
Coupon Bight or the Atlantic. Since the
peninsula is a finite piece of land with limited
egress, SOKD members had/have a good tally
on the deer herd there: Prior to Irma, a total
of 8 fawns were known to have been born this
year on the West (residential) side of Long
Beach Rd. Two died shortly after birth – one
due to their mother’s having a fatal flare-up of
Johne’s disease and not being able to nurse.
SOKD members kept photo logs of all the
fawns, identifiable by their unique white dot
patterns, as they grew and (by witnessing
which doe lets them nurse), whose progeny
they are.
Post-Irma, as @ 55% of the Long Beach
established herd is unaccounted for – the preIrma does still living have lost their fawns.
There is only one (under the circumstances
unbelievable) exception: a survivor baby
buck!!! As our photos show, he was last caught
on-camera pre-hurricane on July 25th… but
didn’t stick to any particular doe to allow a
SaveOurKeyDeer.org
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Survivor Baby on 9/29/17
positive mom-kid ID. In fact he tried to bond
with an older kid who – see picture next page
– kicked him!
(Sadly the kicker is very likely dead.) The
surviving buck has grown minimally since then
but is quite healthy and had begun to lose all
his ID spots by the time he showed up postIrma, except for those on his rump that
allowed us to ID him. If he could only tell us
how/where he managed to get through the
harrowing hours of wind, swell, and flood 5-10
times his height…
In complete awe of this youngster’s ability to
cling to life, we would like our members to
give him a name. While some may disagree
with the concept of “naming” a wild animal,
we must be realistic about where and how Key
deer now have to live: most of them don’t live
truly “wild”. Most now have to live in a
situation more akin to a “free-range” ranch.
Very...VERY few of them do not encounter a
human scent, or an actual human
encumbrance in their lives every day. Some
become semi-domesticated, some keep their
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distance. We can’t yet tell what this feisty
survivor thinks of it all – but at least he’s alive!
Please – send us your name suggestions to
https://saveourkeydeer.org/contact/
by 11/11/2017. Just use the contact form.
The SOKD Board will decide on the winner ….
who will receive a beautiful print of our
survivor fawn!
HOW MANY KEY DEER ARE TRULY LEFT ON
EARTH? We are sure this question has been on
many of your minds since last year’s
screwworm epidemic, and now Irma. The
most likely places you have seen deer survivor
numbers have been through the media, which
quote either Key Deer Refuge press releases or
interviews with Refuges management. Those
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numbers never include any error margins or
confidence intervals and are, as traced
through time, simply a mess: They vary so
much that, if you read the right news feeds,
we actually may have MORE Key deer now than
before Irma. Some examples: at initial public
meetings about screwworm, Refuges
management stated a pre-screwworm
population of “over 1000”. This grew to
“1100” in some news stories. After the
epidemic, the “pre-screworm” numbers
reported tended to go down: e.g. a Miami
Herald story on 12/4/2106 quotes Refuges
management as estimating 875 deer on Big
Pine Key (BPK) and No Name Key (NNK), and
“in the high 600s” after the epidemic on the
two islands (678 as per the Texas A&M final
report 12/20/2016). The latest Refuges press
release (10/19/2017) states a pre-Irma
population on BPK and NNK as 1100 pre- and
949 after the hurricane. So, since the
numbers reported to the media in December,
this implies the two islands gained 422 Key
Deer – a whopping 62% increase in just one
birthing season BEFORE Irma hit!! (For
comparison, Texas A&M scientists estimate a
3.1 – 3.5% annual Key deer population growth
based on pre-screwworm and pre-Irma trends).
So what’s the real deal?
The problem of surveying animal populations,
especially endangered ones, is of huge
importance around the Globe, and obviously, is
not easy. Scientists have established certain
methods that have become generally accepted
through the years – but are in many cases
habitat-dependent in their accuracy. For
example, an aerial infra-red imaging scan can
capture a multi-hundred caribou run in the
Canadian tundra extremely well, but won’t do
much for a leopard survey in Panama since the
IR cameras can’t penetrate the jungle leaf
canopy. The most common other methods
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include surveys with fixed (e.g. tree-mounted)
motion sensor cameras, “mark-recapture”
surveys (where a number of deer are captured,

TAMU 19 mile survey route
outfitted with a visible tag, released, and the
number of sighted tagged deer is then
compared to the number of untagged deer in
later visual survey), and several variations of
“transect surveys”. All such techniques have
been tried at one time or another to estimate
Key deer populations. A study comparing
results from some of these methods formed an
MS thesis for a Texas A & M University student –
Clay Walton Roberts – in 2005, and contains
much useful historical information as well. It
is available from Texas A & M at: http://
oaktrust.library.tamu.edu/bitstream/handle/
1969.1/3812/etd-tamu-2005A-WFSCRoberts.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y .
The most consistently used population
assessment method for Key deer since the late
60s have been several variations of “transect
surveys”. The methodology assumes a survey
SaveOurKeyDeer.org
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design where a number of random transects
through the study habitat are walked, driven
or flown by observers who count the number
of animals seen within a certain transect width
corridor. The number of animals sighted
within the total area of the transects is then
interpolated over the total area of the study
habitat (e.g. total area of Big Pine Key). For
the Key deer surveys, roadways have always
been used for transects, but their total length
and location has varied considerably in some
years and surveys – from a 44 mile route to a
10 mile route on BPK, for example (see
Roberts 2005). Over the past decade, the
surveys have been overseen by Texas A & M
scientists and we show you here their 19 mile
survey route of BPK used in 2003-4 and, with
some minor variations, up to the present.
One problem with transect surveys is that the
number of animals missed by the observer
tends to increase with increasing distance
from the transect centerline, due to foliage,
topography, size of the animal, etc. One
technique to counteract this error, presently
used by Texas A & M for the deer surveys, is
“distance sampling”: a rangefinder is used to
measure the distance of the animal away from
the transect centerline, and these data, along
with other parameters (e.g. a definite
perpendicular truncation distance) are then
used in modeling software (the program
“DISTANCE” is most common) to interpolate
the observations over the entire study area
and come up with a population density
estimate.
One potentially big problem affecting the deer
survey accuracies is the use of roads as
transects, since they do NOT represent random
stretches of habitat. Unlike the relatively
undisturbed habitat areas further away, they
tend to have significantly wide stretches of
cleared brush alongside, with vegetation
(some of it very edible to the deer) that is
non-existent or not as common further in the
bush, and, in inhabited areas, completely
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different. Roads are also easier to transit on,
for both man and deer, and of course let’s not
forget the deer-feeding tourists that habituate
some of the deer to roadside snacks. Texas A
& M is well aware of this, and for that reason
stresses that the survey results are relatively
crude estimates and are thus best used to
assess trends over time: i.e. if the same
methodology is used consistently, subject to
the same error influences over multiple survey
efforts, a consistent increase or decrease
signals a change in population without the
need for an actual number with high inherent
accuracy. This also helps to deal with the very
large error margins generally computed as part

of the population modeling results. For
example, a “post-screwworm” survey effort
using 16 routes between 27 October and 3
November, 2016 yielded a combined BPK/NNK
estimate of 678 deer…with a 95% confidence
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interval of plus or minus 373 deer – quite a
span, and never mentioned by the media.
Another important problem is the very poor
knowledge of the number of deer that have
survived screwworm, and now Irma, on islands
other than BPK and NNK, which is estimated at
perhaps 25% of the total (world) population. As
part of their post-screwworm assessment
efforts, Texas A & M tried to conduct surveys
on Cudjoe and Sugarloaf Keys, but “the survey
efforts proved to be inefficient due to low
deer density observed” (Florida Key Deer
Screwworm Final Report (Phase I), 20
December 2016). The report thus relies on two
previous attempts to estimate these subherds:
one done with thermal motion detection
“game-cams” in 2008, and for the two largest
population islands – Sugarloaf and Cudjoe – on
a November, 2015 estimate by the USFWS
biologist, at 50 deer on each island (survey
method unknown). The screwworm mortalities
on those islands are estimated, for lack of
other data, at 15%, which was the surveyderived rate on BPK and NNK. With much less
(or none) doramectin dosing from stations put
out by USFWS and almost no direct dosing by
volunteer residents on the uninhabited islands,
the death rates on those reaches of the Key
deer range were likely much higher.
Finally, changes in habitat must be considered,
especially when assessing pre and post-Irma
estimates. In many areas, the winds and surge
uprooted trees and accumulated debris in
densities making passage through some areas
near impossible even for the deer, and
obliterating their previous paths. Hence,
immediately after the hurricane and likely for
some time after, the deer utilize roads and
man-made walkways more frequently than
before, which would obviously positively bias
the roadside sampling.
So, ENOUGH SCIENCE ALREADY!...WHERE ARE
WE AT?? After much research and discussions
with involved scientists, I’ll be as accurate and
as diplomatic as possible: the whole game
9
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rests on error margins, confidence intervals,
however you want to name them, whose width
is consistently several hundred deer in the
past 2 or 3 years – by all means a very wide
error margin. With those, you can start
playing statistical games with the numbers
that some statisticians may accept, and some
may blatantly disagree with: say you take the
highest 95%CI deer estimate from before Irma
and compare it to the lowest 95%CI post-Irma…
or vice versa, or say you compare the means…
there are several combinations to chose from
and thus several that the Refuges management
can chose to report to the media that then run
with the single numbers. As per Texas A & M’s
latest numbers, the Key deer Irma hurricane
loss was a minimum of 20% and, statistically,
could be as high as 60% (although not likely).
So there we are – 20%+ road surveys, @ 40%
residents’ estimates …all within the allowable
“scientific” range. Considering the overall
destruction over much of their habitat, I think
all of us are pleasantly surprised the deer
survived as well as they did. We most of all
wish all of the beloved deer that survived - a
happy life, and all that perished a very well
deserved life in Deer Heaven! SOKD will
continue to support science projects to
determine the impacts of this last devastating
blow to the Key deer population.
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middle-schoolers at the Crystal Lake Middle
School in Pompano Beach, FL wanted to help.
They collected money that ultimately came
close to $100. In the meantime Irma hit
Florida, and the middle-schoolers were unsure
of where to send the money. They worried
that their hundred bucks would not do much
if mailed to a large charity. One of their
teachers, familiar with the Keys and with Key
deer plights suggested that their modest
donation could, potentially, go a long way if
sent to the relatively miniscule but very
focused SOKD. The kids agreed, and on
October 13th the SOKD Board accepted the
donation from the teacher in-person in the
Keys. Unknown to SOKD, the school also
created a giant “Publishers’ Clearing House” –
type check replica… which was used to get the
usual photos of all people involved. The
replica-check was left stuck in the ground
after people left…but a few hours later a local
deer investigated…and managed to get us the
best Thank You photo we could have hoped for
to our supporters at Crystal Lake Middle
School!!! (By the way, “bleating” is the official
term for a doe’s positive calls to her fawn or
otherwise…) From all of us – Your Help and
Involvement Worked! Thank You!

A DONATION WORTH BLEATING
ABOUT! As we noted above, our
always greatly appreciated
stream of donations intensified
during and after Irma’s rampage.
We have received amounts small
and large – some quite significant
like from the Charles Schwab
Corporation. While we keep all
donation information private and
do not want to single out any one
for attention, we thought you’d
get a chuckle out of this
absolutely, one-of-a-kind donation
photo: Following Hurricane
Harvey that hit Texas so hard,
SaveOurKeyDeer.org
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Thank you for
your support !
SaveOurKeyDeer.org
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